The Fire Arts

Opening Reception

Exhibition: Structure and Growth, David Katz
Opening Remarks: Amanda Lynch, Director of IBES

April 19, 2017 | 5:30pm | RISD Nature Lab
13 Waterman Street, Providence

Hot Nights Event
Hosted by the Glass Department, RISD

RISD Glass initiated Hot Nights as a means of cultivating a greater understanding of glass and its significance to an array of disciplines. Through a series of hot shop demonstrations, projects, and workshops, Glass faculty and students partner with the larger community to research and experiment the intersection between glass and its ubiquitous presence in the world.

April 19, 2017 | 7:00pm | RISD Metcalf Building, 4th Floor
7 North Main Street, Providence

Sponsored by IBES, the Ceramics and Glass Departments and the Nature Lab of RISD